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Abstract. Searching images with multi-attribute queries shows practi-
cal significance in various real world applications. The key problem in
this task is how to effectively and efficiently learn from the conjunction of
query attributes. In this paper, we propose Attribute Conjunction Re-
current Neural Network (AC-RNN) to tackle this problem. Attributes
involved in a query are mapped into the hidden units and combined
in a recurrent way to generate the representation of the attribute con-
junction, which is then used to compute a multi-attribute classifier as
the output. To mitigate the data imbalance problem of multi-attribute
queries, we propose a data weighting procedure in attribute conjunction
learning with small positive samples. We also discuss on the influence
of attribute order in a query and present two methods based on atten-
tion mechanism and ensemble learning respectively to further boost the
performance. Experimental results on aPASCAL, ImageNet Attributes
and LFWA datasets show that our method consistently and significantly
outperforms the other comparison methods on all types of queries.
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1 Introduction

Attribute learning provides a promising way for computer to understand image
content in a fine-grained manner. Beyond traditional object categories, attribute
contains abundant information from holistic perception (e.g., color, shape, etc.)
to the presence or absence of local parts for images. By bridging the gap be-
tween low-level features and high-level categorization, attributes benefit many
object recognition and classification problems (e.g., object recognition [26], face
verification [15] and zero-shot classification [16]).

Compared with single attribute learning, learning attribute conjunctions
shows more practical significance. An attractive application is to retrieve rel-
evant images based on multi-attribute query. For example, it can be used to
discover objects with specified characteristics [5, 22], search people of certain fa-
cial descriptions [14] and match products according to users’ requirements [13].
In this scenario, a user may describe the visual content of interest by specify-
ing a few attributes. Then the image search engine will calculate the similarity
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Fig. 1. An Illustration of Attribute Conjunction Recurrent Neural Network (AC-RNN).

between the input attribute conjunction and the images in some datasets. The
most similar images will be returned as the search results.

A common approach [5, 16] to tackle multi-attribute query is transforming
the problem into multiple single-attribute learning tasks. Specifically, a binary
classifier is built for each single attribute, then the result of multi-attribute pre-
diction is generated by summing up the scores of all single attribute classifiers.
Though this kind of combination is simple and shows good scalability, it has two
main drawbacks. Firstly, the correlation between attributes is ignored because
of the separate training of each attribute classifier. Secondly, attribute classifi-
cation results are sometimes unreliable since abstract linguistic properties can
have very diverse visual manifestations especially when they come across differ-
ent categories. This situation may get worse with larger number of attributes
appearing in a query. For example, when the query length is three, an unreli-
able attribute classifier may affect

(
A−1
2

)
query results (A is the total number of

attributes).

Instead of training a classifier for each attribute separately, a more promising
approach is to learn from the attribute conjunctions. Since conjunctions of mul-
tiple attributes may lead to very characteristic appearances, training a classifier
that detects the conjunctions as a whole may produce more accurate results. For
example, training a classifier to predict whether the animal is (black & white
& stripe) leads to a specific concept “Zebra”. However, straightforward training
classifiers from attribute conjunctions is not a good choice. Firstly, the length
of multi-attribute query is not fixed and the number of attribute conjunctions
grows exponentially w.r.t. the query length. For a three-attribute query, we need
to build

(
A
3

)
classifiers for all possible attribute conjunctions. Secondly, there are

only a small number of positive examples for each multi-attribute query (a pos-
itive sample must have multiple query attributes simultaneously), which brings
the learning process more difficulties. With data bias problem, some attribute
conjunction classifiers may perform even worse than simply adding the scores
of disjoint single-attribute classifiers. Thirdly, the correlation between attribute
conjunctions is not well explored, since the queries which share common at-
tributes are considered to be independent from each other.
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In this paper, we propose a novel attribute conjunction recurrent neural net-
work (AC-RNN) to tackle multi-attribute based image retrieval problem. As
shown in Fig 1, the input sequence of AC-RNN are the attributes appearing
in a query with a predefined order. Each of the input attributes is then em-
bedded into the hidden units and combined in a recurrent way to generate the
representation for the attribute conjunction. The conjunction representation is
further used to compute the classifier for the input multi-attribute query. As
the multiple attributes in each conjunction are processed by the network recur-
rently, the number of parameters of our model do not increase with the length
of query. Compared with straightforward multi-attribute learning methods, our
AC-RNN model is more appropriate to model the complex relationship among
different attribute conjunctions. We also introduce a data weighting procedure
to address the data bias problem in attribute conjunction learning. Finally, we
discuss on the influence of attribute order in our learning framework and propose
two methods based on attention mechanism and ensemble learning respectively
to improve the performance of AC-RNN.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first introduce some related
works in the following section. In Section 3, we present the attribute conjunc-
tion recurrent neural network in detail. Experimental results are then shown in
Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Multi-Attribute Query 1: Guillaumin et al. [8] propose to use a weighted
nearest-neighbour model to predict the tags of a test image which can directly
support multi-word query based image retrieval. Petterson et al. [19] present a
reverse formulation to retrieve sets of images by considering labels as input. In
this way, they can directly optimize the convex relaxations of many popular per-
formance measures. By leveraging the dependencies between multiple attributes,
Siddiquie et al. [23] explicitly model the correlation between query-attributes and
non-query attributes. For example, for a query such as ”man with sunglasses”,
the correlated attributes like beard and mustache can also be used to retrieve re-
leant images. Since training a classifier for a combination of query attributes may
not always perform well, Rastegari et al. [20] propose an approach to determine
whether to merge or split attributes based on the geometric quantities. Different
from the above methods, we propose to explicitly learn all the single attribute
embeddings and combine them in a recurrent way to generate the representation
of attribute conjunction.

Multi-label Learning: Read et al. [21] extend traditional binary relevance
method by predicting multiple attribute progressively in an arbitrary order. For
instance, one label is predicted first. Then the prediction result is appended at
the end of the input feature which is used as the new feature to predict the second
label. Finally, the multiple label predictions form into a classifier chain. Since a

1 The multi-attribute we denote here may refer to other statements such as keywords
or multi-label in other literature.
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single standalone classifier chain model can be poorly ordered, the authors also
propose an ensemble method in a vote scheme. Zhang et al. [29] exploit different
feature set to benefit the discrimination of multiple labels. This method exploits
conducting clustering analysis on the positive and negative instances and then
performs training and testing referring to the clustering results. Different from
multi-label learning problems, the task we deal with here is to model attribute
conjunctions instead of multiple separate labels.

Label Embedding: Though deep learning provides a powerful way to learn
data representations, how to represent labels is also a key issue for machine
learning methods. A common way is Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [9]
which maximizes the correlation between data and labels by projecting them into
a common space. Another promising way is to learn label embedding by lever-
aging other possible sources as prior information. Akata et al. [1] propose to
embed category labels into attribute space under the assumption that attributes
are shared across categories. Frome et al. [6] represent category labels with the
embedding learned from textual data. Hwang et al. [11] jointly embed all se-
mantic entities including attributes and super-categories into the same space by
exploiting taxonomy information. But so far, there is no work on learning the
conjunction representation of multiple labels to the best of our knowledge.

3 Our Method

The problem we aim to address here is to retrieve relevant images according to
the user’s query. Intuitively, multi-attribute queries are conjunctions of single
attributes and the correlation between them is usually strong. Therefore it is
critical to learn from all attribute conjunctions jointly. Firstly, we propose to
use the recurrent neural network to model complex attribute conjunctions. The
model can not only reveal the representation of attribute conjunctions but al-
so output the multi-attribute classifiers. Secondly, we integrate the generated
classifiers into traditional logistic regression model. The parameters of recurrent
neural network and logistic regression are optimized simultaneously using back
propagation. We also propose a weighted version of our model to tackle data
imbalance problem. Thirdly, we study the influence of attribute order in each
query and propose two methods to further improve the original formulation.

3.1 Attribute Conjunction Learning

Let Q = {Q1,Q2, ...,QM} be a set of M multi-attribute queries. The mth query
is represented as a matrix Qm = (qm1 ,q

m
2 , ...,q

m
Tm

) ∈ {0, 1}A×Tm , where A is the
number of predefined attributes and Tm is the number of attributes appearing
in the mth query. qmt = [qm1t, . . . ,q

m
At]

T is a one-hot query vector, where qmat = 1
if the tth attribute in the current query is attribute a and qmat = 0 otherwise.

Our model takes multi-attribute query as input and outputs the represen-
tation of the query as well as the multi-attribute classifiers. More specifically,
for the mth multi-attribute query, the one-hot query vectors qmt (t = 1, . . . , Tm)
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Fig. 2. An Illustration of Attribute Conjunction Recurrent Neural Network (AC-RNN)
with triple attribute query.

corresponding to the attributes involved in the query are input sequentially to
our model. The subscript t decides the input order. We learn the multi-attribute
conjunction in a recurrent way, as illustrated in Figure 2. In this model, the first
t attributes of the mth query can be represented as:

hmt = fh(qmt ,h
m
t−1)

= σ(Wvq
m
t + Whh

m
t−1 + bh),

(1)

where fh is a conjunction function to model the relationship of all the attributes
belonging to the mth query. Wv ∈ RH×A and Wh ∈ RH×H are embedding and
conjunction matrix respectively, where H is the number of hidden units of the
recurrent network. hm0 ≡ h0 represents the initial hidden state. bh is the bias
and σ(·) is an element-wise non-linear function which is chosen to be sigmoid in
this paper.

From Eqn. (1), we can see that each column of parameter matrix Wv can
be considered as single attribute representation, noting that the query vector is
in one-hot form. Therefore, all input queries, including long queries with many
user specified attributes, share the same attribute-level representations. In this
way, the parameter growth problem for long queries is addressed.

After computing hmTm
of the last query vector with the recurrent network,

we actually obtain the hidden representation of the whole query. Then, we stack
one layer on top of the recurrent units and compute the multi-attribute classifier
wm as the output of the neural network:

wm = fo(h
m
Tm

) = Woh
m
Tm

+ bo. (2)

Here, the regression function fo is chosen to be in a linear form, though more
complex form can be considered. The parameter Wo and bo are the output ma-
trix and bias respectively. In this way, the attribute embeddings of the current
query are combined in a recurrent way to learn the complex relationship be-
tween the attributes. After that we use the output conjunction as the mth multi-
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attribute classifier to retrieve relevant images. The model parameters of the con-
junction and output functions are denoted as Θ = {Wv,Wh,Wo,bh,bo,h0}.

3.2 Multi-attribute Classification

Suppose there are N labeled images, {xi,yi}Ni=1, where xi ∈ RD denotes the
D-dimensional image feature vector, and yi ∈ {0, 1}A indicates the absence and
presence of all attributes. The attribute label can be expressed in matrix form
as Y = [y1,y2, ...,yN ] ∈ {0, 1}A×N . In order to retrieve relevant images given a
multi-attribute query Qm, we resort to multi-attribute classification to estimate
the labels Y.

Since attribute learning is a binary classification problem, we make use of
logistic regression to predict the absence or presence of multiple attributes. The
loss function with respect to the mth multi-attribute query is expressed as the
following negative log likelihood:

L(xi,yi,Q
m;Θ) = −ỹimlog(σ(wT

mxi))

−(1− ỹim)log(1− σ(wT
mxi)),

(3)

where ỹim = (yTi qm1 & yTi qm2 & · · · & yTi qmTm
) and & denotes the bitwise

operation AND . wm is the multi-attribute classifier computed from Eqn. (2).
Generally speaking, the presences of some attributes are usually much less

than its absence. This situation is even worse for multi-attribute image retrieval
since the positive sample must have multiple query attributes simultaneously.
To tackle the sample imbalance problem, we evolve our formulation with data
weighting procedure inspired by [8, 12]. The resulting loss function is rewritten
as the following weighted log likelihood:

Lw(xi,yi,Q
m;Θ) = −c+mỹimlog(σ(wT

mxi))

−c−m(1− ỹim)log(1− σ(wT
mxi)),

(4)

where c+m = N/(2 × N+
m) and c−m = N/(2 × N−

m) which make the loss weights
of all the data sum up to N . N+

m (N−
m) is the number of positive (negative)

images for the mth multi-attribute query. The experimental results show that
the weighted loss function performs better than the original logistic regression.

By combining the attribute conjunction and multi-attribute classification into
a unified framework, the final objective function is formulated in the following
form:

arg min
Θ

1

N

N∑
i=1

M∑
m=1

L∗(xi, yi, Q
m;Θ) + λΩ(Θ), (5)

where Ω(·) is the weight decay term used to increase the model generalization
ability. The parameters λ is used to balance the relative influence of the regu-
larization terms. The loss function can also be replaced with the weighted form
as defined in Eqn. (4).
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Fig. 3. AC-RNN with attention mechanism (AC-RNN-ATN).

We solve the above optimization problem by using L-BFGS. The derivatives
of the logistic regression parameters are calculated and back propagated into
the output units of AC-RNN. Then the derivatives of Θ can be easily computed
with the backpropagation through time algorithm [27]. In this way, our model
can be trained in an end-to-end manner.

3.3 Attribute Order in AC-RNN

Recurrent neural networks are well suited to model sequential data. However,
the input query attributes are not naturally organized as a sequence since the
underlying conditional dependency between attributes are not known. The per-
formance of our model is somewhat sensitive to the input order of attributes.
To tackle this problem, we propose two methods by using recurrent attention
mechanism and ensemble learning respectively.

Attention Mechanism Based. Attention mechanism has been successfully
applied in generating image caption [28], handwriting recognition[7] and ma-
chine translation [2]. And it have been used to model the input and output
structure of a sequence to sequence framework in a recent paper [25]. Inspired
by the previous works, we propose to integrate the attention mechanism in-
to our model to tackle the ordering problem. The pipeline is shown in Fig.3.
The proposed network reads all the attributes according to an attention vector,
instead of processing query attributes one by one at each step. The attention
vector is a probability vector indicating the relevance of all pre-defined attributes
to the current query. And it is automatically modified at each processing step
and recurrently contributes to the representation of the attribute conjunction.
Intuitively, we first initialize the input attention vector for the mth query as:

pm1 =

∑Tm

i=1 qmi
Tm

. (6)
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Fig. 4. AC-RNN based on ensemble learning.

In this way, the network will first take the query attributes into attention.
Then we refined the attention vector and learn the attribute conjunction step
by step using the recurrent neural network with attention mechanism. In the tth

step, the attribute conjunction and attention vector are generated as follows:

hmt = fh(pmt ,h
m
t−1) = σ(Wvp

m
t + Whh

m
t−1 + bh), (7)

pmt+1 = Softmax(Uhmt ) =
1∑A

j=1 e
UT

j hm
t


eU

T
1 hm

t

eU
T
2 hm

t

...

eU
T
Ahm

t

 , (8)

where the attention matrix U ∈ RH×A transforms the hidden units into the
attention vector of the next processing step. The other parameters are consistent
with the definition in Section 3.1.

By using a recurrent attention model, the output attribute conjunction is
invariant to the input order. In addition, by taking the non-query attributes into
consideration, this model can leverage the co-occurrence information to enhance
the query attribute conjunction. Therefore, an unreliable query attribute might
piggyback on an co-occurring attribute that has abundant training data and
easier to predict.

Ensemble Based. Another method to alleviate the influence of attribute order
is directly using the ensemble of original models. Therefore, we present Ensem-
bles of AC-RNN to reduce the negative effect of poorly ordered input. The en-
semble framework can be trained in parallel without increasing the overall time
cost. Instead of using the pre-defined attribute order, a random order of all the
attributes is generated for each model. Then the input attributes are rearranged
according to the generated order for each multi-attribute query.

The model parameters of each AC-RNN are learned to obtain a multi-
attribute classifier. At the last stage, the outputs of all the independent models
are averaged to obtain the final multi-attribute classifier:
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wm =
1

C

C∑
c=1

wc
m, (9)

where C is the number of models in the ensemble and wc
m represents the

weight of multi-attribute classifier generated by the cth model. The ensemble of
multi-attribute classifier is further used to retrieve the relevant images.

4 Experiments

We evaluate our method2 on three widely used datasets: aPascal [5], ImageNet
Attributes [22] and LFWA [17]. Then we verify the effectiveness of the weighted
version and visualize the ground truth correlation matrix and the learned simi-
larity matrix for comparison. Finally, we present the experimental results of the
proposed two methods to evaluate the influence of attribute order.

4.1 Datasets

aPASCAL. This dataset contains 6430 training images and 6355 testing images
from Pascal VOC 2008 challenge. Each image comes from twenty object cate-
gories and annotated with 64 binary attribute labels. We use the pre-defined
test images for testing and randomly split ten percent images from training set
for validation. The feature we used for all the comparison methods are called
DeCAF [4] which are extracted by the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN).
Since attributes are only defined for objects instead of the entire image, we use
the object bounding box as the input of CNN.

ImageNet Attributes (INA). ImageNet Attribute dataset contains 9,600
images from 384 categories. Each image is annotated with 25 attributes describ-
ing color, patterns, shape and texture. 3-4 workers are asked to provide a binary
label indicating whether the object in the image contains the attribute or not.
When there is no consensus among the workers, the attribute will be labeled
as ambiguous for this image. The data with ambiguous attribute are not used
for training and evaluating for the queries which contains the corresponding at-
tribute. We use {60%, 10%, 30%} random split for training/validation/test. And
we also use DeCAF to do feature extraction.

LFWA. The labelled images on this dataset are selected from the wide-
ly used face dataset LFW [10]. It contains 5,749 identities with totally 13,233
images. Each image is annotated with forty face attributes. Different from the
above two datasets, LFWA gives a fine-grained category description. We use
{60%, 10%, 30%} random split on the whole images for training/validation/test.
We use VGG-Face descriptor [18] to extract feature for each image.

2 The code of our method is available at https://github.com/GriffinLiang/AC-RNN
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4.2 Experimental Settings

Query Generation: We generate multi-attribute queries based on the dataset
annotation. A query is considered to be valid when there are positive samples on
train/validation and test simultaneously. We consider double and triple attribute
queries for comparison. The detail information is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Valid multi-attribute queries

Dataset # of attributes Double Queries Triple Queries

aPascal 64 546 2224

INA 25 186 262

LFWA 40 771 9126

Evaluation Metric: We use the AUC (Area Under ROC) and AP (Average
Precision) as the evaluation metric for each query. Since the number of attribute
conjunctions is large, the resulting performance is hard to visualize for compar-
ison. Therefore, we choose to use the mean AUC and mean AP to reflect the
average performance of all the methods.

Comparison Methods: We compare our approach with four baseline meth-
ods: TagProp [8], RMLL [19], MARR [23] and LIFT [29]. For TagProp, we use
the logistic discriminant model with distance-based weights and the number of
K nearest neighbours is chosen on the validation set. For RMLL and MARR,
the loss function to be optimized is Hamming loss which is also used in the orig-
inal papers. Since TagProp, RMLL and LIFT do not support for multi-attribute
query directly, we sum up the single attribute prediction scores as the confidence
of multi-attribute query following the suggestion in [23]. The ratio parameter r
of LIFT is set to be 0.1 as suggested in the paper. For our methods, the original
version and the variant based on attention mechanism are presented. The opti-
mal value of λ and the number of hidden units are chosen based on validation
set by grid search.

4.3 Comparison on Image Retrieval

We calculate the mean AUC and mean AP of double and triple attribute queries
for all the comparison methods. The rank for all the methods is also given
for each dataset in terms of a single evaluation metric. Then we average the
ranks on all the three datasets to demonstrate the overall performance. The
experimental results are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 for double and triple
attribute queries respectively. Comparing the results of RMLL and MARR, we
can see that MARR surpasses RMLL on different types of queries on aPascal
and LFWA but fails on INA dataset. This is because the number of attribute
on INA is too small and the correlation between them is not as strong as a-
Pascal and LFWA. So the performance of MARR decreases since this method
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Table 2. Experimental results (mAUC/mAP rank) for double attribute query.

Data set Evaluate
Metric

TapProp RMLL MARR LIFT AC-RNN AC-RNN-
ATN

aPascal
mAUC 0.8807 5 0.8876 4 0.9040 3 0.8797 6 0.9356 2 0.9371 1
mAP 0.3361 4 0.3274 6 0.3336 5 0.3383 3 0.3758 2 0.3869 1

INA
mAUC 0.8832 6 0.9166 3 0.8945 4 0.8902 5 0.9436 2 0.9450 1
mAP 0.2269 3 0.2126 4 0.1780 6 0.1953 5 0.2794 1 0.2605 2

LFWA
mAUC 0.8113 6 0.8293 3 0.8210 4 0.8205 5 0.8482 2 0.8549 1
mAP 0.4075 6 0.4097 5 0.4209 4 0.4372 1 0.4223 3 0.4370 2

Avg.Rank 5.00 6 4.17 3 4.33 5 4.17 3 2.00 2 1.33 1
Total AC-RNN-ATN �AC-RNN � LIFT = RMLL � MARR � TagProp

Table 3. Experimental results (mAUC/mAP rank) for triple attribute query.

Data set Evaluate
Metric

TapProp RMLL MARR LIFT AC-RNN AC-RNN-
ATN

aPascal
mAUC 0.8921 5 0.8988 4 0.9139 3 0.8910 6 0.9336 2 0.9360 1
mAP 0.2723 3 0.2497 6 0.2582 5 0.2640 4 0.2828 2 0.3034 1

INA
mAUC 0.8927 6 0.9539 3 0.9375 4 0.9163 5 0.9627 2 0.9677 1
mAP 0.2001 3 0.1829 4 0.1375 6 0.1521 5 0.2743 1 0.2726 2

LFWA
mAUC 0.8177 6 0.8367 3 0.8284 4 0.8247 5 0.8594 2 0.8665 1
mAP 0.2273 5 0.2218 6 0.2355 4 0.2473 2 0.2372 3 0.2499 1

Avg.Rank 4.67 6 4.33 3 4.33 3 4.50 5 2.00 2 1.17 1
Total AC-RNN-ATN �AC-RNN � RMLL = MARR � LIFT � TagProp

relies on strong attribute correlation. On the three datasets, we can see that our
methods AC-RNN and AC-RNN-ATN achieve better performance on all types
of multi-attribute queries. Therefore recurrent neural network is beneficial for
modelling the complex relationship of multiple attributes. Compared to the o-
riginal method, AC-RNN-ATN can leverage non-query attributes to enhance the
retrieval performance and avoid the order problem by using a recurrent atten-
tion vector. It surpasses AC-RNN on both double and triple attribute queries
according to the final rank and its optimal processing step is two.

Data Weighting Procedure. Images possessing all the query attributes are
considered to be positive for training. Therefore, the positive samples are usu-
ally scarce when a query contains multiple attributes. To explicitly show this
phenomenon, we calculate the positive sample ratio (N+

m/N) for the queries in
which the number of attributes ranges from one to three. For each type of the
queries, we partition them into five parts according to the positive sample ratio
and calculate the corresponding proportion for each part. The results are shown
in the second row of Fig.5. On all the three datasets, most of double and triple
queries contain less than 10% of the total data as positive samples. Therefore,
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Fig. 5. Comparison on the influence of data weighting on AC-RNN. The second row
shows the positive sample ratio distribution on the three datasets.

how to solve data imbalance problem is essential for multi-attribute query based
image retrieval. Then we train the proposed models by using the loss functions
defined in Eqn. (3) and Eqn. (4) respectively. The performance of the two ver-
sions with and without using data weighting for AC-RNN are shown in the first
row of Fig.5. From the results, we can see the method using data weighting pro-
cedure consistently performs better than the original version when the positive
data is imbalance.

Attribute Embedding. In this section, we validate the quality of the learned
embedding matrix. We first calculate the ground truth correlation matrix which
can reflect the correlation information between attributes. Let R ∈ RA×A be
the correlation matrix, where the correlation score between attribute i and j is
computed following [24]:

Ri,j =
YT
i,:Yj,:

YT
i,:1 + YT

j,:1−YT
i,:Yj,:

. (10)

From the definition, we can see that two attributes are strongly correlat-
ed if they have a large number of images in common. Intuitively, the attribute
embedding learned by AC-RNN is expected to reflect the correlation between
attributes. So we visualize the similarity matrix of the learned attribute em-
beddings on all the three datasets in Fig. 6. The similarity score for a pair of
attributes is calculated by using their cosine distance. Comparing the ground
truth correlation matrix and the learned similarity matrix, we can see most of
the correlated attributes are close on the embedding space.
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ImageNet Attribute LFWA

AC−RNN

Fig. 6. Attribute Similarity Matrix on the Embedding Space.

4.4 Influence on Attribute Order

Attention Mechanism based. We validate the effectiveness of learning at-
tribute conjunction with a recurrent attention vector in this section. A promising
perspective of AC-RNN-ATN is the learned conjunction is order invariant. So
the dependence of attributes is no longer needed but learned in an automatic
way. Moreover, the non-query attributes which are correlated with the current
query are also used to generate the final representation of attribute conjunction.

The performance on the three datasets are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 for
double and triple attribute queries respectively. AC-RNN-ATN achieves superior
performance on the both evaluation metrics. The performance gap between AC-
RNN and AC-RNN-ATN is larger on aPascal and LFWA than on INA. This is
because the number of attributes on INA is smaller than the other two datasets.
Therefore, the correlation between query and non-query attributes is hard to
exploit. Then we visualize some of the attention vectors learned by our method
for both double and triple attribute queries on LFWA dataset. As shown in Fig.
7, the query contains “Chubby” will also take “Double Chin” into attention to
generate the representation of attribute conjunction and an “Attractive” person
with “Bushy Eyebrows” is probably “Male”.

Ensemble based. As discussion in the Sec 3.3, attribute order for generating
attribute conjunction influences the performance of AC-RNN while the optimal
query order is hard to explore. Here we use an ensemble method to tackle the
above problem. In detail, we repeatedly train AC-RNN for ten times on aPascal
dataset. At the start of each training stage, we randomly change the attribute
order in the queries instead of using the attribute order predefined by the dataset.
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Fig. 7. Attention vector visualization on LFWA dataset.

The output matrix of each random model are combined to generate the final
result for the multi-attribute query.

From the results in Fig. 8, we can see the ensemble method consistent-
ly outperforms the best single model on two types of attribute queries. And
the performance of ensemble based method increases rapidly at first and then
becomes flat. Combining weak models may decrease the overall performance.
Comparing the two methods for tackling attribute order problem, we find the
ensemble based method performs better in terms of mAUC but inferior to AC-
RNN-ATN according to mAP. Since our problem suffering from data imbalance,
using an evaluation metric of Precision-Recall is better than Receiver-Operating-
Characteristic AUC as mention in [3]. Therefore, the attention based method
seems more promising.
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Fig. 8. Performance of ensemble based method in terms of mAUC and mAP on aPascal
dataset. The blue bar indicates the performance of single model.
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5 Conclusion

We propose the attribute conjunction recurrent neural network for multi-attribute
based image retrieval. Different from previous methods, our model explicitly
learns the attribute embedding and generates the representation of attribute
conjunction by recurrently combining the learned attribute embeddings. In ad-
dition, we propose a variant of our method using data weighting to mitigate the
data imbalance problem. Finally, we have a discussion about the influence of at-
tribute order on our method and present two methods to boost the performance
based on attention mechanism and ensemble learning respectively. Experimental
results on three widely used datasets show the significant improvement over the
other comparison methods on all types of queries.
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